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Abstract: This paper examined the role of folk literature in portraying peasant anxieties
relating to subsistence life. By applying a qualitative method, a purposive sampling
technique was used, in which twenty-eight genres were selected for intensive analysis. The
data were collected from local farmers of Arsi, around Robe areas, through note taking, tape
and video recording techniques. The materials were organized and analyzed following
stocktaking and sample analysis methodology. It becomes the central theme nearly in all
tales, songs, myths, etc that the folk literature depicts subsistence insecurity. The case of
recurrence is discussed considering aesthetics, socio- and psycho-economic perspectives.
Aesthetics-related perspective refers to literary color and suggestiveness. This, in turn, has
enabled the themes of anxieties persist, just using literary and performatory allure as their
masks. The folk literature also makes use of mythic views to secure its survival. The strong
attachments between subsistence and nature have obliged peasants to stay under the
supremacy of mythic outlooks. The folk literature preserves these outlooks which assist the
preservation and diffusion of the themes of anxieties. Socio-economic realities reinforce,
inevitably, peasant folk literature which is characterized by subsistence anxieties. The folk
literature, naturally, suits the natural behavior of peasant life. Since folk literature is a code
which mediate the interior-self with the exterior material concern, the peasant psychoeconomic reality desires the existence of the folk literature.
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1. Introduction
If there is an interest of gaining credible facts about natural and social realities of a community, the
foremost consideration is usually placed on its folk literature (Oring, 1992; cited in Bascom, 1964).
This implies the significance of folk literature in documenting, maintaining and transmitting forms of
socio- and psycho-economic realities of a given community as is the case in Arsi-Robe. The oral texts
and their performances display that the community suffers from persistent subsistence losing
anxieties. However, this postulation needs to be proved by gathering data from the natural setting,
which is the interest of this paper.
The role of folk literature becomes important here. Songs, tongue twisters, stories, etc. are some of
the mechanisms that the adult uses to repress/depict the trauma (Freud, 1989). In a nutshell, folk
literature conceals the psychosocial reality of a folk group, as Dundes (1965), Jones (1994) and Fisher
(1991) argue.
The current approach in folk literature scholarship underscores the importance of focusing on
particular social and cultural contexts (Dundes, 1965). The present study has also delimited its focus
to a specific folk group, the inhabitants of Arsi-Robe.
Arsi-Robe is one of the districts in Oromia Regional State. In the district, predominantly Afan
Oromo and Amharic speakers reside. The majority of the population dwells in rural areas leading a
peasant lifestyle that reinforces preservation of homegrown folk literature.
This paper sets out to prove some hypothetical statements: 1) folk literature portrays, preserves and
transmits the socio- and psycho-economic realities of peasants; 2) peasant setting, hence, is defined by
subsistence losing anxieties; 3) the subsistence losing anxieties, again, have lingering effect on
peasant psychology. The whole investigation made across different materials is devoted to tackle
these three points of deduction. Based on these hard facts, this research answers the following
questions: What are the features of folk literature that show the furthest reach of subsistence losing
anxiety in the study area? How are themes of subsistence losing anxiety deepened in particular folk
literature? What are the potential impacts of subsistence losing anxieties on local farmers‟ socio- and
psycho-economic conditions?
Peasant Folk Literature and Theory of Anxiety: Kroeber (1948), cited in Potter and Foster,
(1968: 2), defines peasantry as a social class consisting of peasants who „retain much of their old
identity‟ and have strong „attachment to soil and cults‟. „Old identity‟ suggests the antiquarian
elements that peasants inherit from their predecessors. „Soil‟ connotes land. Cult refers to a sect
dominated by myth-oriented beliefs. The notions „old identity‟, „attachment to soil‟ and „cult‟ imply
the psycho-economic circumstances under which peasants are living and, side by side, the level of
consciousness that community may have.
According to Mangisoni (2009), peasants can plan, at a maximum range, to meet their annual food
requirements. Nevertheless, as Mangisoni noted they usually fail to hit this „ultimate goal‟ due to
constraints of farm inputs, small land size and drought. As a result of this, peasants constantly
encounter food shortage. Mangisoni‟s research shows that when peasants run out of food production,
they try to escape the problem by reducing the day-meal-numbers. In short, the natural, material and
intellectual environments, by and large, define peasants as people leading a hand-to-mouth life.
Misselhorn (2005: 9) states food insecurity is a common problem for African peasants. The problem
is defined by „decline of purchasing power, deficiency in internal marketing and distribution system,
poor preparedness measures and limited food availability…‟. Ethiopian peasants persistently suffer
from „temporary‟ as well as „permanent food insecurity‟. Accordingly, Adimasu, Senbite and Yoseph
(2019) assert that despite notable progress in economic growth and welfare improvement in Ethiopia,
food security has not been attained and it continues to form a deep-seated problem at the number of
undernourished population. Thus, it is possible to conclude that peasant life is perpetually haunted by
subsistence insecurity. When subsistence insecurity occurs, it causes chronic economic threat that puts
people under persistent psycho-economic uneasiness, subsistence losing anxiety.
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In the view of Freud, anxiety is „depressive character‟ caused by fear of losing something assumed
to be irreversible. For Freud (1989), the real cause of the apprehension traces its roots back to early
childhood sexual experience. As Brandell (2010) pointed out, the child manifests anxiety of
separation as his instinctual sexual partner (mom) gets away due to routine reasons. This is
instinctively understood by the child as forced uncoupling which gradually leads to anxiety of losing.
As the child becomes aware of his social surroundings, he understands that there is strict sanction on
his „sexual rights‟- there comes a powerful rival (the dad) who claims the mother. The child
experiences another critical anxiety of loss as well. As Spillius (1988) underscores, that his sister has
lost the genital organ that he has. Hence, he assumes that the father castrated her as a punishment
when she tries to couple with her mother. This gives rise to what Freud calls „castration anxiety‟.
Both forms of anxieties are related to the fear of losing something important as viewed by the victim.
From its out cover, anxiety of subsistence losing (in adults) may seem different from the
aforementioned anxieties, as the concern of the adult tends to „shift‟ from sexual-based interest to
economic affairs. In fact, the central cause of livelihood anxiety could seem loss of subsistence basics
(land ox, crop, etc). In overt reality, failure in subsistence is accompanied by failure in health, dignity,
and all of which result in depressive character.
However, it must be noted that childhood anxiety continues affecting an adult‟s life. Since
repression and the unconscious are always correlated, the latent repression is transformed into
subsistence-related anxiety. The anxieties at the two age levels meet at a central point: both suffer
from anxiety of loss. This is because anxiety is a question of loss.
The infant assumes that he is forced to give up his claim; otherwise, he loses his penis. The situation
forces him to admit that he is impotent and helpless to secure his claim. The adult peasant, similarly,
is forced by nature, the community, robbers and the government to lose his subsistence basics (land,
animals, crops,…). He is uncertain about, for example, gaining crop production in the prospective
year as there is always denial of expectation. All questions of existence are under the power of some
irresistible force. In fact, there are some aspects that make the adult peasant and the child different.
The first thing is that the adult suffers from double-edged apprehension, covert and overt.
The other difference goes to the psychic means used in portraying the trauma. The child discloses
his trauma instantly by screaming or so, but the adult rather represses it using escaping mechanisms.
The escaping mechanisms can be pictorial languages, visual representations, etc., that disguised forms
of anxieties are communicated (Freud, 1989).
Folk Literature among the Local Communities: The definition of folk literature covers several
key attributes of traditions. First, it consists of indigenous way of observations, skills, social
relationships and cultural worldviews. Second, it is long standing and transferred from one generation
to the next. Third, in its sense of originality and within the processes of transmission, folk literature
embraces myths, songs, proverbs, legends and ritual practices. Finally, it represents an entity of local
knowledge and practices of a specific group in a specific location. These attributes point out that folk
literature is a complex system that encompasses knowledge, practice and belief systems (Henderson,
2000 and Berkes, 2008).
Folk narratives are means of acquiring indigenous knowledge. Ong (1982), from the Euro-centric
perspective, claims that the written word can exist, whereas knowledge cannot exist without an orator.
However, Ngara (2007) states that local communities have taken an active role in re-claiming their
voices and re-telling their oral tradition. Folk literature is not only characteristically oral but it is also
passed on from generation to generation in the form of oral narratives. With rich complexities,
knowledge is found in the community‟s folk narratives, namely, proverbs, folk poetry, recitation, epic,
poetry, riddles, praise, songs, to list a few.
Owusu and Mji (2013) state folk literature is the lens through which society perceives, interprets
and makes sense of its reality. If we speak of the inclusion of peasants‟ indigenous knowledge in any
investigation, we would be speaking about the examination of their reality from the perspective of
themselves not with the traditional society on the periphery.
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Moreover, Battiste (2002) implicates that the heritage of the local people is a complete knowledge
system with scientific and logical validity. Folk literature has accumulated worthy practices that assist
their sustainability because traditional peoples have a close and interconnected relationship with their
surroundings, observe their environment carefully and learn through experience. Here, McGregor
(2004) asserts that the teachings of local peoples come from observing and learning from the animals,
the plants and the spirit world. By way of knowledge and histories, accumulated lived experiences are
passed on to subsequent generations using oral narratives.

2. Research Methods
The data collection was carried out considering Wilson‟s (1991), cited in Oring, 1992: 227, advice as
general guideline which he mentions as „where to collect from, what to collect, how to collect, and
how to write up your data‟ (emphasis added). The data or folk literatures were collected paying
regular visits. Frequent contextual observations, interviews and discussions had been the nucleus of
activities.
The fieldwork also involved local people as respondents who served in delivering the data and in
rendering the generic interpretation of the texts, according to the context of the local community and
their lived experience. Both the author and the field work agents attended public gatherings, rituals of
blessings, agricultural based individual and team activities (tillage, harvest, etc.) for two months. For
this study, adequate data, like proverbs, folk poetry, songs etc were collected from such contexts.
During the time frame of the data collection, discussions were also held with local elders on thematic
details when needs arose. Tape-recorder, video camera and photo camera were used intensively along
with stationery materials. How did you select the study participants? What was/were your
criterion/criteria?
Bailey (1994) and Burton (2000) use the term „all population investigation method‟. However, the
scholars maintain similar position: stocktaking approach is a survey-like discussion made on a given
bulk of data. According to Bailey, such an approach is helpful to study the universe to obtain general
background information about the inquiry raised. Stocktaking investigation is thought to be more
contributing to this study. There are some collective possessions useful to highlight the socioeconomic life. They highlight the features of socio-economic landscape that underline the verbal texts.
In this paper, therefore, data were organized in a way that helps to make general discussions
Sample analysis is devoted to discussing selected texts. Texts were selected based on purposive
sampling. Only texts related to the theme of the study were collected. As Burton (2000: 307)
observes, „For practical reasons researchers are not always able to undertake a census and therefore
need to take a sample drawn from a relevant population.‟ In this paper, too, the sample analysis aimed
at making further inquiries on specific texts. Though there were plenty of texts related to the research
topic, they were not manageable to make a-full-scale analysis of each item in a single paper.
Therefore, it was appropriate to select some representative texts from the bulk.
In this study, Bailey‟s (1994) a „three-level-sample screening‟ model was adopted. Bailey
designates, first, the „universe‟. Second, he recommends a „subset of some predetermined size from
this population‟, the „sampling element or units of analysis‟. Lastly, he suggests a re-examination of
whether or not these representing subsets adequately characterize their corresponding population.
Likewise, in the research it was important to specify the „universe‟. The „universe‟ in this case was
the folk literature (Bailey, 1994). The „universe‟, yet again, was re-grouped into thematic entities. It
was from these sub-divisions that some representative texts were drawn. Though the principal concern
was to find out as much meaning of verbal texts as possible and their psychosocial implications on
peasants‟ views, the analysis, at its initial level, had to describe the basis of the literary features as
well. Then, interpreting the essence of unified themes followed employing an eclectic approach.
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3. Results
This part is devoted to the task of analysis. The stocktaking discussion below tries to show the
prominent challenges that the peasants encounter in relation to their economic life. In the second,
motifs of anxiety are discussed by scrutinizing individual texts.
3.1. Subsistence Insufficiency as Reflected in the Folk Literature
Here, subsistence insufficiency suggests anemic economic situation in which peasants lack to subsist
their family. The insufficiency could be the sign of any forms of economic shortcoming resulting
from inefficient technology, lack of input, disasters and the like. Subsistence insufficiency seems to be
sources of social crisis and, presumably, psychological restlessness. The following lyric-type oral
poetry conveys feelings of remorse and shamefulness that resides deep in the persona.
አምናም ድኅነቴ ዘንድሮም ማጣቴ
ቁጭ ብዬ ዳርኳት ወዳጄን እንደ’ቴ።
Since I was in serious poverty last year and this year;
I was forced to see my fiancé married to other as if she were my sister.

The persona is in absolute subsistence deficiency. The worst thing is that he or she could not
manage to break the vicious circle of poverty that he encounters the same social and mental crisis in
every year. The situation forced him to lose his love, which is very tragic experience in one‟s life. The
following couplet also communicates similar hidden local fear regarding to poverty:
;
Bara hamaa fi furguggee gadi jedhanii jala darbu,
You bow to bad season and to a thrown stick in order to escape away
ድኅነት ሲመጣ አይነግርም አዋጂ
ሌሊት ሲሔድ አድሮ ቀን ይጥላል እንጂ።
Poverty doesn‟t proclaim attack publicly
Rather it travels at night, but defeats at daytime [in public].

Some of the texts are closely connected with months and seasons. The first Oromo proverb depicts
that one escapes season of hardships, particularly drought season with patience- as patience is
represented by bowing down. Patience is the only power of resilience and it is the vigor of mind to
bear hard times in this case. A thrown stick that is equivalently paralleled with bad seasons can hit
hard.
Texts relating to the month Mäskäräm1can be good instances in this respect. From a sentimental
point of view, Mäskäräm is a month when most plants blossom and adorn the landscape spectacularly.
The land is thus a colorful configuration of flowers, richly diverse in species and colors.
Mäskäräm also signals the transition from time of darkness to time of hopefulness, i.e., from time of
malnutrition to period of better nutrition. Darkness distinctively refers to food insufficiency. The
amount of produce obtained in the mähär2 season is naturally inadequate to feed a large family from
January-May. Furthermore, the forthcoming summer (June, July and August) is a season of growing
seeds. The potential reserve of grains should be taken out to be sown for the coming mähär crop,
which aggravates subsistence inadequacy. This generally makes summer a woeful season. The
following oral poem implies this fact, at least indirectly:
ጎበዝ ገበሬማ እርፍ የነቀነቀ
ወፍጮው እንዳጓራ መስከረም ዘለቀ።

1

To mean September; it is the floweriest season in the year.

2

Mähär production refers to crops harvested from December-January.
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The millstones of a diligent peasant;
Kept rumbling until the month of Mäskäräm.

„Mäskäräm‟ is mentioned purposefully to mark the seriousness of the summer time in terms of food
insufficiency. Though the couplet suggests that a family of a hard working peasant escapes hunger, it
also echoes the anxiety that persists in the mind of the persona. He knows, from the reality, that it is
difficult to satisfy summer-time basic provisions when nature breaks its promise-diligence does not
always guarantee food security as the peasantry is entirely dependent on donations of nature.
The severity of hunger is reduced, during summer, markedly by subsisting on spinach as the
following text indicates:
የዘንድሮን ክረምት ወጣናት በመላ
በቁራሽ ቂጣ ላይ ጎመን ተቆልላ።
We passed the hard time of last summer tactfully;
Adding a pile of spinach on a morsel of qit‟a3

Spinach grows in the homestead abundantly during rainy seasons. Some types of vegetables even
grow wild and one can plentifully obtain them. People can also prepare them with less effort and
without much flavoring ingredients. However, spinach is a less valued vegetable in the area. Two
reasons can be mentioned: 1) any type of food prepared from spinach is the cheapest one; 2) the
vegetable is assumed to have poor nutritive ingredients. The Amharic proverb confirms the assertion,
If one cajoles his stomach with blandishment of spinach, his knees move resentfully ’‟4. [lacks physical
strength and energy].
Among the Oromo society Ganna (summer), is a generous season, but it is not a season of harvest.
Ritual practices are performed when the Ganna season is considered as damaging lives because of
excessive rain. If rain continues to rain heavily, women individually clean their home early in the
morning and by blowing ash to the outside, they say:
Yaa abbaa koo gogi hin jenne; Boni hin jenne; garuu bitaa fi mirgatti naaf
qabi.
My Father, I didn‟t say dry it from us; and bring the winter to us; but take it
(the rain) to the left and right.

The representation of „blowing ash‟ to the outside of the home indicates a need for gapped rain.
The sign of blowing dust connected to the meaning of lightening the rain. After their prayer, they
believe that the harmful rain will stop and turn to peaceful rain.
3.2. Weather: The Nightmare of Subsistence Life
Agrarian life in Arsi-Robe is dominantly dependent on physical environment. Sleet, insufficiency of
rain and stormy weather, for example, can cause sudden damage or long-lasting disaster in agrarian
practices. As the author witnessed, in 2000 E.C5 (2008), the area was struck by temporary subsistence
insufficiency. Dwellers even could not purchase grains to feed their families due to the exorbitant
prices of grains. The insufficiency resulted from unfavorable weather conditions. According to the
peasants, the rainfall during that summer was so heavy that it destroyed the newly grown crops at
their sprouting stages. As the tsedäy (autumn) season commences, however, an unusual absence of
rain occurred and continued nearly for the next nine months.
A greater amount of rainfall may fall with storms of higher intensity than the subsistence activity
requires. The situation poses three basic problems to the peasantry.
Firstly, extreme rainfall results in high mass of water on the land surface. Since many vicinities in
the area are plains, the water gathered on the field, stays stagnant for days and destroys newly grown
3

Thin and small cultural bread (it usually suggests the lowest life standard)

4

It means „if one ignores the call of the stomach by greens, his muscles refuse to work at hard times‟.
As per Ethiopian calendar (E.C).

5
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crops causing seed-bursting or seed turgidity. Saturation of water also negatively affects the normal
growth of shoots. Secondly, excessive rainfall leads to run off water, which has an adverse effect
specially on sloping land farm fields. The runoff becomes very strong and erosive. The flood erodes
the finely cultivated topsoil, and it removes the nutrients. Thirdly, the running water from the
rainstorm brings some foreign materials from outside the farmland, and makes silt on the cultivated
lands or grown fields. The silt in turn makes the fields sealed and very hard. This causes additional
trouble to cultivate the land.
In short, weather fluctuation (be it untimely rainfall or absence) has uncontrollable effect on
peasants‟ economy. The texts below may explain the point how untimely rainfall affects the feelings
of peasants and evokes anxiety of losing:
ቶሎ በል በሬ ቶሎ በል
ዳመን አለ ከጉጉ በኩል
ዝናቡ ሊጥል።
Hurry up ox! Please, hurry up!
It feels cloudy on the [Mount] Gu-Gu6 horizon;
It is about to rain.

As the poem discloses, the persona is bustling about threshing sheaves. He is forced to rush himself
and his oxen as reflected in the repetition metaphor „hurry up ox, please hurry up…‟. This happens
when untimely rain comes during the regular threshing time, the dry mähär season. Mähär (season of
harvest) demands dry and windy weather. This expectation, however, is usually denied by untimely
rainfall. Hence, to minimize the immensity of the damage the peasants are required to thresh their
crops with a high sense of urgency, as „hurry up‟ reveals.
A rainy season also represents blessings. Seasonal events, such as the timing of growth,
development, behaviour or reproduction of ﬂora and fauna become indicators of the annual
progression through the seasonal cycles. A senior eloquent Oromo elder explains that the indicators
for the seasonal fluctuations are through observation of fuula lafaa, “(faces of the earth)” and changes
of growth in the ﬂora and fauna. These are the teachings of nature on the changes of seasons.
Rain has a socio-cultural significance among Oromo as in other societies. Scanty rain is taken by the
society as „the sign of curse‟ or remuneration for bad conducts against nature. In contrast, abundant
rains indicate divine or cosmological favor. For example, couples who get married become happy
when rain falls on their wedding day because rain during wedding day symbolizes optimism or future
prosperity and numerous blessings. In their own words, they say:
Roobni yoo roobu, “Waaqni nuuf arjoome” jenna; roobni roobuu yoo didu,
“Waaqni nutty eekkame” jenna. Guyyaa gaa‟elaa roobni yoo robe “milkiin
tole” jenna; Roobni badhaadhina waan harkiduuf.
When rain falls, we say, “God favours us” When rain declines to rain , we
say, “God is displeased with us.” When rain falls during a wedding time, it
is said, there is a good success. It is a rain that gives abundance.

A disaster related to season makes peasants lose their means of transportation which triggers anxiety
of losing. This simple instance also shows the degree of complications that occur due to a single
season rain insufficiency.
¨<h” #U” ƒuÁKi;$ wƒLƒ' #vÃuMÓ ›”ˆ”& u=uMÓU K?‚”$
›K‰ƒ::
A packhorse asks the dog, „On what diet will you subsist [in the coming
times]‟.
The dog replies, „If the bälg7 remains dry, I will devour your flesh;
6

Gu-Gu is a mountain situated in the north-west of Robe.
Bälg is spring season characterized by fair rainfall. Absence of rain during bälg puts animals under question of survival.

7
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otherwise, I will survive on my ilet.

In the allegorical proverb above, a packhorse and a dog have very concise but expressive. The
conversation reflects, in its revelatory meaning, how peasants suffer from drought since they lose their
pack animals during bälg season. The proverb implicitly illustrates that when bälg becomes dry, many
packhorses would die due to lack of fresh grass. Thus, the drier the bälg becomes, the higher the
possibility for horses to die, so the dogs enjoy plentiful horseflesh.
3.3. Wild Animals: The Reason for Multiple Threats in the Subsistence Life
Though certain wild beasts are helpful in terms of ecological balance and hygienic purposes, some of
them adversely affect the peasantry. The hyena regularly attacks domestic animals as viewed in the
following oral poem:
ከአህይቱ ቆዳ የተሠራው ቤት
መርገፍገፉ አይቀርም ጅብ የጮኸ ለት።
A house built of donkey-hide;
Inevitably, quakes when the hyena howls.

The poem, in its literal meaning, shows how the hyena is an extremely fearful animal for donkeys.
This further denotes the threatening impact of the beast on the agrarian life as well. Monkeys are
social animals widely inhibiting the hotter areas of the area. They feed on wild fruits and crops. In
some localities, the author observed several times that monkeys preyed also on young sheep and goats
as well. In short, they added trouble to the peasant economy and evoked subsistence related anxieties.
3.4. The Ox in Light of Losing Anxiety
As texts show, ox is the most nucleuses of curiosity in the folk literature. Peasants claim themselves
as a „gäbäre‟, (a model peasant) with a direct or an indirect connection to their oxen. They also utter
war chants or bragging calling the names of their oxen like: „It is … me, the owner of Shägän!‟8, „It is
me …, the owner of Dobba‟9 and so forth. It is a form of flattering oneself as: „You people, don‟t you
know that I am respected as long as I have such and such oxen!‟ The assumption has social and
economic reasons- the ox is the source of everything in peasant life. The following texts justify this
fact:
በሬ ምንህ ክፉ
ሸገን ምንህ ክፉ፣
ከማጀት ሲገቡ ይገኛል ድፍድፉ፣
ከበረት ሲገቡ ይገኛል ጥፍጥፉ
ምሬ ምንህ ይብስ፣ አያ ምንህ ይብስ
ሽንጥህን ለጥብስ፣
ቆዳህ ለትራስ
What aspect of you ox, is of less value?
What aspect of you, Shägän is of less value?
Visit people the larder; they find beer must;
Visit people the byre; they find dried dung;
Your meat, for the delicious fried meat-meal,
And your hide uses as sleeping-mat.
The elements listed as beer must, dried dung; fried bone-meat), and sleeping-mat, implicitly point
out the value of the ox as labor force, source of fuel, foodstuff, and as source of local items. The poem
illuminates precisely the economic value of ox. The ox can be viewed from its psychological
significance as well, as the couplet below describes:

8
9

A local name given to an individual ox.
ibid.
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›”É ›vÁ u_ ŸK?K Ÿu[ƒ
እንÈƒ ›Å^‹G< ›ÃMU Ô[u?ƒ::
If one lacks, at least, a slothful ox,
Never greet him neighbors.

To live in misery and want should not be merely viewed from economic perspective. As the poem
portrays, a person lacking a single ox suffers from psychological crisis as well. People regularly lose
their ox due to varieties of disasters. It is hardly possible to console people who face such a tragic
experience. The consecutive narratives reveal the magnitude of frustration when people lose their
oxen.
The anecdote tells that losing even a single ox cannot be consolable since it may cause collapse of
hope. The poem below needs detailed examination as it illuminates accusatory reactions of the
persona to ill-wishers he imagined.
ቀንድህን ተመኘው መነኩሴ፣ ይመኝ አባቱን፣
ቆዳህን ይመኘዋል ፋቂ ይመኝ አባቱን፣
ቀንድህን ይመኝ አናጢ ይመኝ አባቱን፣
ቁርጥህን ይመኘዋል ከርሳም ይመኝ አባቱን፣
ጥጃህን ተመኘው ረኛ ይሁን ባቦ፣
ጫንቃህን ተመኘው ገበሬ ይሁን ባቦ፤
አርከን ለወተቦ
ቅዘንክን ብላ ለአተቦ፡፡
Desires a monk the hair of your tail; Damn his father!
Desires a tanner your hide; Damn his father!
Desires a craftsman your horn; Damn his father!
Desires the gluttonous your flesh; Damn his father!
Desires a herdsman your calf [your offspring]; permissible!
Desires a peasant your shoulders; permissible!
People use your dung to make wätabo.10
And your shit to daub atabo.

The poem illustrates the prominence of the animal repeatedly. The text portrays at least two layers
of meanings. The first layer includes lines 1-4 and the second from 5-8. The lines from 1-4 illustrate
the economic values of the ox in different aspects of life. Its by-product, labor services, etc., underlie
the subsistence economy. The materials made of „hair of tail‟, „hide‟ and „horn‟ still underscore the
role the animal plays in the cottage industry. The lines 5-8 illustrate other benefits that peasants gain
from their oxen, calves and labor services as implied „your offspring‟ and „your shoulder‟,
respectively. The rest of the lines underscore even the use of the loose stools that the ox defecates.
The second reading of the poem leads to the deep-rooted anxiety that afflicts the persona. The
anxiety could be viewed from two angles. The first one arises from the fundamental value of the ox as
discussed above. The other is connected to the implied death of the animal. The items „hair of tail‟,
„hide‟, „horn‟ and „flesh‟ represent , on one hand the detailed functions of the ox; and on the other,
call attention to the death of the ox. The inference is made considering the fact that these items are
extracted from a dead ox. The following diagram shows the center where the four interests meet.

10

Wätabo and atabo are household materials made of wet dung.
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Diagram 1. Desires vested in the death of the ox
Monk

fly swatter

Tanner

DEATH

Craftsman

article made of hide
utensils from horn

Glutton

flesh
Implicit desire

Of interest holders

Ultimate Goals

The community concerned has the habit of slaughtering ox neither for beef consumption nor for byproduct purposes. An ox may be slaughtered during holidays, weddings and, very rarely, during
funeral ceremonies of people of high status. On such occasions, even, people often slaughter oxen
only for labor services. This implies that oxen usually die of disasters. Hence, the demand of the
interest holders above is a prophecy of an evil fate for the valued animal which provokes the preexisting anxiety of losing in the persona.
As the hidden apprehension is provoked, the persona flies into a sort of passion and is incited to
make insulting remarks, a counter-wish. The degree of the bitterness could be examined looking at
„Damn his father!‟ and the social status of the people brought under disgrace.
Insulting a man, by humiliating his father, connotes high degree of anger on the side of the
addressor. Such an insult destroys the pride of the addressee especially when it is spoken in public.
The insult includes, bizarrely, the monk also. This is because what he aspires, fly swatter, is obtained
if and only if the ox dies. Here, the persona violates a religious norm. According to the view of the
Christian community, a monk is considered a model pious person and, as a result, very much
respected.
The violation shows two things. Firstly, a high degree of irritation has induced the persona to utter
condemnation. For him even pious people should be condemned as long as they prognosticate death
for the ox. Secondly, any peasant is very sensitive to the wellbeing of his ox. This intolerable feeling
is caused by the hidden fear. The source of his disappointment is an overpowering fear, anxiety of
loss.
On the other hand, the society has a respect-based relationship associated with cattle. Oromo‟s
respect and relationship in association with their cattle are manifested in various representationstheir life is associated with their cattle. The following narrative explains the place that cattle have
among the society:
Horii yaa horii wayya,
Loonii qotilee wayya,
Qotiyyoof qottuu wayya,
Beenumee kuullee kiyyaa,
Si‟iin mifnee siin beekamne,
Siin qananiine duruu,
Dhugnee dibannee nyaanne,
Loon malee firri hin jiru,
Nu loon malee hin bulluu,
Callaa hansaraa hin qabne,
Loowwan qulqulluu,
Ilmi namaa sin jira.
Among the herd what is like cattle,
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Among the cattle what is like ox,
For the ox, there is a farmer,
My „kullee‟ let‟s go together,
We become proud by you,
And we appeared renown,
It‟s by you that we became abundant.
You are our drink, our grace, our provisions,
There is no kin without cattle,
Holly that has no wrongdoing,
You cattle holly,
You are life to mankind.

The society has a longstanding association with and utility of livestock like cow, bullock and others.
The narrative has been developed from the relationship that exists between cattle and human. This
traditional knowledge is transferred orally from a generation to generation in the form of such popular
folk songs which exist to date.
The strong link and significations are established based on mutual benefits of man and cattle as
understood from the discourses of the above narrative that reads, “… what is like cattle” and “for the
bullock there is a farmer”. The cattle‟s physical quality and behavioral characters are enumerated in
the folk songs based on milking benefits of the cow when it says, “it is by you (cow) that we became
abundant”, and on farming benefits of the bullock when it says, “among the cattle what is like a
bullock”. Kullee is a name given to a cow. In addition, this personification shows the intimacy of the
society towards their cattle possessions, particularly with the socio-economic viewpoint.
There is repetition of the subject „cattle‟. The use of repetition of the word shows that the people are
keen on their cattle. The expressions are signs of the people‟s long association with, experience and
keen observation of cattle. The farmers‟ traditional knowledge and practices in cattle rearing are
found to be in tune with the practices and day-to-day activities. This is a familiar practice among
those who own cattle. The narrative indicates that there is nothing close to the bullock than a man and
to the cow for a woman.
Thus, cattle are source of their (the peoples‟) income and existence. Their life depends on cattle and
cattle products. Moreover, the relation between the two parties is the relation based on the mutuality
of the socio-cultural and economic benefits- assisted by pursuing and protecting nature and their
cattle. The cattle are holly and there are no failings to them.
3.5. Anxiety Inspired Texts and their Performance
The couplets below are performed on the eve of inqut‟at‟ash11 holiday. The progression of the ritualistic
performance moves from one step to the other following the imaginary pattern sketched in the diagram below.
The ensuing discussion describes how the bonfire scenario creates a performative sprit and how it adds
thematic richness to the poems. It is helpful to describe the progression of the ritualistic performance in order
to make the scrutiny simple.

11

A holiday observed on the first day of the New.
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Diagram 2. Emotional ritualistic progression in the couplets
Get out, you the pot of spinach!
Get in, you the pot of porridge!

Hurrah my beloved flower!
Sprung Mäskäräm of mine! [New Year has begun]

Heave a sigh of relief, my soul;
Now my barley crop has ripened for you

Don‟t be proud [of being ripe], barley!
For spinach has rescued life [not you].
Each unit of procedural action has its own thematic significance in the ritual. The utterance „Get out,
you the pot of spinach!‟ is accompanied by stubbing the fire against the central pillar; i.e. the leader
singes the pole with the burning torch. The action implies chasing off the burning hunger (represented
by spinach).
Another action ensues: the males go out holding the light. This depicts 1) they are still following
hunger, imaginary enemy, to attack „him‟ with the burning torch. 2) They declare their victory and
happiness as hunger is chased off. From a different perspective, the lights the males carry signify their
contentment for receiving porridge (barley) the gift of the New Year.
The linguistic features are also worth discussing. The initial impulse emerges from the previous text
and continues flowing into the next. Two lines tie up or conclude the topic. The couplets depict three
impressions side by side: the value of barley, New Year and Mäskäräm.
The performance begins with fates of two pots. One pot is attacked with fire; the other is honorably
invited to get in. The persona treats them with negative and positive attitudes, respectively. The pots
are personified to signify the spirit of hunger and that of satiety. The word „Hurrah” and „flower‟ both
represent deep excitement and assertion of happiness for the reason that the pot of green is expelled.
This is also affirmed in „Now my barley crop has ripened‟. In the phrase „Heave a sigh of relief‟, two
overlapping impressions are addressed: 1) there has been a severe food insufficiency in the previous
times as the very word relief presupposes, and 2) now the stress, the pain, has ended. To heave a sigh
is an act of letting one‟s breath is an indication of relaxation and happiness after deep depression,
when „… barley crop has ripened‟ (i.e. when hope for subsistence is regained).

4. Conclusion and Recommendation
Peasants are perpetually challenged by critical food insecurity. It is for this reason that motifs of
hunger and satiety recur, in one way or another. The paper sets out with a claim: folk literature
maintains forms of socio and psycho-economic realities in a given community. The socio- and
psycho- economic aspects of the society are associated with the society‟s daily life stipulation and
belief system that are all embedded in folk literatures. Thus, thematic analysis was made on stock of
texts. The analysis, hence, led to tackling the inquiries on the dimensions of themes that are observed
in many of preserved folk literature. Owing to this, how the themes maintain their control over
peasant psychology and how some of the texts address local anxieties as their central concern were
the major findings that this. Subsistence losing anxieties appear in every essential activities, rituals,
human interactions, etc. The texts are charged with deep local feelings and, by and large, with manysided meanings. Texts are intertwined with work practices and performances. Work practices are,
necessarily, accompanied by physical movements/actions and intense excitements. Some texts are
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related to supernatural power. In Arsi-Robe, peasants are still using outdated labor forces, oldfashioned tools, etc., and have less productive occupational habits. The folk literature employs
symbolic devices that verbalize and acts out the invisible and the unspoken anxiety of losing. Local
farmers use subsistent ways of farming usually in small scale. Studies related to this area are not
widely available in theory but scarcely found in practice. Although the socio-economic conditions are
subject to different psychological problems, anxiety of losing something, the existing ones help to
teach community how to maintain their existence in the quasi-clandestine life. Finally, researchers
should pursue what other aspect is left in further study.
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